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An Operator Theory of Linear Functional Differential Equations4 
An operator theory, based on convolution rings and modules, is developed 
for various classes of first-order vector functional differential equations of the 
retarded type with finite and infinite delays. The existence and construction of 
complete solutions is approached in a novel manner by incorporating initial data 
into the operator framework. Results are then obtainrd on exponential and 
asymptotic stability. The operator framework is also applied to the stud>- of state 
feedback. Constructive results on spectrum assignability and stabilizability by 
feedback are given. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In the first part of this paper we consider the class of first-order linear functional 
differential equations of the retarded type given h>- 
In (1.1) a, b and the h, , J, are positive real numbers, the -Gti (resp. 11,) arc 
TZ x n (resp. II :i m) matrices over the reals W, and ,4(7) (resp. B(r)) is a 
n x n (n x m) matrix of Lebesgue measurable and integrable functions with 
support contained in [-a, O] (resp. [--h, 01). Finally, x(t) E [w” is the “instan- 
taneous state” and u(t) t; IL!“’ is the input or control. 
Previous work dealing with the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (1 .I) 
is based on the definition of an infinite-dimensional state space whose elements 
are W-valued functions &fined on [-/I, 01, where h = max{a, hi ,..., o,.j. For 
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example, Hale [l] considers the Banach space %([--h, 01; LQ’l) consisting of 
R”-valued continuous functions on [--h, 0] with the usual sup norm. With 
initial function x(t), --h < t < 0, belonging to %([--h, 01; R”), the solution of 
(1.1) for t :, 0 can be characterized (Hale [l]) in terms of the infinitesimal 
generator of a strongly continuous semigroup of operators defined on 
q-/z, 01; W). 
In the work of Delfour [2] and Delfour and Mitter [335], equations of form 
(1.1) are characterized by an equation of evolution in the product space 
l,R” :X LJ’([--h, 01; KY), where L”([--h, 01; R’l) is the space of R”-valued p-inte- 
grable functions defined a.e. on [--h, 01. Th e case p 2 is of special interest 
since it results in a Hilbert-space structure. 
Instead of studying (1.1) in terms of an infinite-dimensional space of function 
segments, v-e shall develop a new approach (derived from [6]) that exploits the 
finiteness of (1 .I) resulting from the assumption that x(t) E R”. The basic 
observation here is that this finiteness can be retained in an operator setting by 
expressing (1.1) as a vector differential equation defined over a convolution ring 
J. The details are carried out in Section 2. 
In Section 3 we consider vector differential equations defined over a ring 
extension of J. This yields a class of functional differential equations with 
infinite delays. Such equations have been studied by Hale [7], Burns and 
Herdman [8], and others; however, the ring characterization developed here 
appears to be new. It is verv interesting that some elements of the class of 
equations constructed in Section 3 can be viewed as functional differential 
equations of the neutral type. 
After showing that initial data can be incorporated into the convolution 
operator framework, in Section 5 results are derived on the existence and 
uniqueness of solutions. A major consequence of the finiteness of the operator 
setting is that solutions can actually be computed via an operational calculus. 
The calculus is based on a partial fraction expansion developed in [6]. 
In Sections 6 and 7, we apply the operator framework to the study of stability 
and state feedback. In Section 6 sufficient conditions are given for exponential 
and asymptotic stability. These results are utilized in Section 7 to study stabiliza- 
tion via state feedback. In the multi-input case, the results of Morse [9] and 
Sontag [lo] are carried over to certain classes of functional differential equations, 
giving necessary and sufficient conditions for zero assignability (a sufficient 
condition for spectrum assignability in the finite-delay case). In the single- 
input case, new results are obtained on coefficient assignability, yielding a 
constructive procedure for spectrum assignment by use of feedback. 
Although the approach developed here is restricted to linear functional 
differential equations with time-independent coefficients, recent work [12] 
has shown that certain aspects of this algebraic setting can be extended to 
equations with time-varying coefficients. We leave this as an open area of 
research. 
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2. FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE KETARDED 'Tuw 
In this section we construct a convolution operator setting for the study of 
functional differential equations of the retarded type. WC begin with the 
following basic constructions. 
Let R denote the field of real numbers with the usual topology. Let ,I:” 
denote the R-linear space of real-valued Lebesgue-measurable locall!- integrable 
functions (defined a.e. on R) with supports bounded on the left (i.e., given 
z, FLY, there exists a t,, , which depends on 7-q, such that u(r) ~-~~ 0 for all f r,,). 
For any u, z’ E Ly", WC define the convolution u + cl h! 
(u z-c v)(t) I‘ i u(t -- 7) 7!(7) di-. (2. I j 
The integral in (2.1) is well defined since the supports of u and z’ are bounded 
on the left. With pointwise addition given by (U I a)(t) u(t) -1~ u(t), and with 
the convolution operation (2. I), I, ‘0’ is a commutative (convolution) ring. ‘The 
straightforward verification of the ring structure is omitted. 
Let ,p denote the subring of Ly" consisting of all functions having boulrded 
support contained in [0, cc). Let 6,, denote the Dirac distribution concentrated 
at the point {a). Finally, let J denote the set consisting of all formal sums of the 
form 01 + x:=, &Shz , where I\ t(,p”, n, E R, h, E R with h,, :z 0 and h, . 0, 
i f 0, and qt cl, 2 ,... 1. 
The set / can be viewed as a subspace of a space of distributions that we shall 
define in the next section. In addition to the obvious R-linear structure, .I is 
also a commutative ring with the convolution operation given by 
where a: * /I is convolution in I,!,:“. By construction, $“’ is a subring of J. 
Kate that the ring .I contains the identity S,, , whereas Ly" and Lk' do not. 
Also, J contains RS,, : = {as,,: a E lQ>. With addition and multiplication, RS,, 
is a field which is isomorphic to the field R. Thus -1 can be viewed as a ring 
extension of R. 
Given u EL'"' and 0 E 1 \vith 0 -~ N a$,, 1 u,6,,, , a EL:,“‘, u-e define 
the operation 0 * u EL’.“: by 
(H ” u)(t) : (a . u)(t) ~.- a,u(t) + 1 a,u(r -- hi), (2.2) 
where a * u is convolution in 1, : lo”. With scalar multiplication defined by (2.2) and 
pointwise addition, I,‘,“” is a J-module. 
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Since the support of (y. l Lpc is contained in [0, u] for some n > 0, the 
convolution 01 * u in (2.2) can be written in the form 
(a +. u)(t) := s,‘,, a(t - T) U(T) dT, (2.3) 
and by a change of variables, we have 
(~ x u)(t) = j-~, I u(t + T) d7, 62(T) = a(- T). 
From (2.3) we see that the value of CY * u at t is the integral of U(T) over the past 
interval [t - a, t] with weight a(t - 7). For this reason, operation (2.3) is 
sometimes referred to as a distributed time delay. 
Operation (2.2) can be extended to n-vectors of functions as follows. Let 
(LyC)n denote the space of n-element column vectors over Ly, and let JnX”’ 
denote the space of n x 112 matrices over J. Then any 0 E J”x”’ can be written in 
the form 
0 := -4 f- A,S” -+ x =ljs,,( ) -4 E (Lyyy Ai E WX”‘. (2.4) 
We define the support of the matrix A == (mij) E (L~‘)~lxJ~’ by supp rZ = 
Ui,j s”PP(“ij). 
Now for any 0 of the form (2.4) and any u E (L’,O’)“‘, we define 8 * u E (L’,oc)?l 
by 
(0 * u)(t) =-= (A + u)(t) + A,u(t) + c A,u(t - b(), (2Sa) 
where 
(A i u)(t) = \” if(~) u(t + T) dT, 
- -0 
supp d c [O, UI]. (2.5b) 
With the above preliminaries, we can now define the notion of a vector differen- 
tial equation over a ring. 
DEFINITION 1. Let N be a subring of J with l&Y,, C A’. A first-order vector 
differential equation over N is a functional differential equation of the form 
k(t) := (F * x)(t) -“- (G * u)(t), (2.6) 
where F (resp. G) is a n n (resp. II ;< ~tz) matrix over S and u E (I,r”‘)~~l 
is the input or control function. 
By fixing the subringN in Definition 1, we can restrict attention to a particular 
subclass of differential equations. For example, if N = RS,, , then (2.6) is an 
ordinary vector differential equation with constant coefficients. If N is the sub- 
ring R[S,] consisting of all finite sums of the form x a$,, with a, E R and b > 0, 
then (2.6) is a set of delay differential equations. With respect to the “richness” 
of the algebraic structure, the case I\ r ~~ R[S,,] is of special interest since R[S,,] 
is a principal ideal domain (see [6]). 
Marc general examples of 1V can be constructed by considering a finite set of 
fixed elements til , 0, ,..., 0, belonging to /. 11.e can then take A7 R[B, ,..., H,,] 
the smallest subring of -1 containing 0, ,..., 0,. and R8,, .?is pro\.ed in 161, these 
subrings are Noetherian rings. 
M;hen K J, we have in general that I;’ I .I$,, C A,S,,, and 
G ~: I1 + &So ~- 1 B,6, , where .-i E (LF’)“r,J, and I{ F (Liy”)‘“^“’ with 
supp A C [0, a] and supp’H il [0, h]. Then using (2.5a) and (2.5b) wc can 
write (2.6) in the form 
,- f0 B(T) u(t -/- T) A- f B&t) + 2 B,u(t - d;). 
* -1, 
Hence in general (2.6) is a functional differential equation of the retarded type. 
In Section 4 we define what is meant by a solution to (2.6). 
3. EQUATIONS OVER A KING EXTENSION 
We can construct a much larger class of functional differential equations than 
that defined by (2.6) by considering equations defined over a ring extension of J. 
In this section we consider a ring extension of J that results in a class of equations 
with finite and infinite delays. The ring extension is defined in terms of a space of 
distributions which we now consider. 
Let 9-_ denote the space of R-valued infinitely differentiable functions on Iw 
with support bounded on the right. With the Schwartz topology [13] on Y- , 
let 9”, denote the space of continuous linear functionals on P’_ . Then 9’ is 
the space of distributions on IR with support bounded on the left. The space 9’. 
is also a commutative ring with the operations of addition and convolution (see 
[ 131). Further, the rings L”’ and ,J (defined in the preceding section) are subrings 
of Pm, . 
Let 9;,*,, denote the subring of 9’. consisting of all distributions with 
support contained in [0, 03). Let 112 denote the set of all 0 t’ / such that 
(i) 0 has inverse 8-l E P’;,,, , ); 
(ii) for any u EZ,‘~~“, (8-l) + u F:L~O’, where c denotes convolution in 9” . 
Examples of elements of AI are elements T@,,) belonging to R[S,] with ~(0) J& 0. 
This can be proved in the usual manner by expanding +&-l into a formal 
power series in S,,(with 6,’ ~~~ 6,,) and th en considering the sequence of partial 
sums generated from ~(6,~).’ b u, where u is an arbitrary fixed element of I,““. 
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sow ill is a multiplicative subset of J; that is, for any t9, h E JI we have that 
0 * X E AZ. Thus we can construct the ring of fractions M-l/ = (e/A: 8 E J, h E M}. 
The ring M-rJ is a ring extension of J with the embedding J + Al-lJ: 6 ++ 8/S, . 
By definition of M, M-1J can be viewed as a subring of 9i0+, , so that we now 
have the following sequence of ring inclusions 
,pc c J c .Pj c u;,,, Cl . 
Given B/h E Jl-lJ and u EL:‘, we define the operation (0/A) * IL by 
(e/A) * u = I9 i: h-1 k IL, (3.1) 
where X-l E 9?i0,+) is the inverse of A and A-’ * u is convolution in the ring Y+. 
Xote that (e/A) * u E L$” since by definition of M, h-l * u E Lye for any u E Ly”. 
With scalar multiplication given by (3.1), Ly” is a (J1plJ)-module. 
In a manner analogous to that given in the preceding section with respect to 
the J-module structure, the (Il-lJ)-module structure on LIFc allows us to define 
a vector differential equation over JP’J, given by 
k(t) = (F v x)(t) j- (G * u)(t), (3.2) 
where F (resp. G) is a 71 x n (n x m) matrix over dPIJ. 
Since M-l] contains distributions (and functions) with unbounded supports, 
in general (3.2) is a functional differential equation with finite and infinite delays. 
Solutions of (3.2) are defined in the next section. 
By definition of M-rJ, it turns out that some elements of the class of equations 
given by (3.2) can be viewed as neutral functional differential equations. For 
example, suppose that F = S,/(S, -!- S,), b > 0, and G := 6, Then we have 
that 
(3.3) 
Viewing (3.3) as an equation in L’J”, we can convolve both sides by So + 6, , 
which gives 
k.(t) = x(t) - st(t - b) + u(t) + u(t - b). (3.4) 
However, in solving (3.3) and (3.4) for t > 0, the specification of initial data for 
f < 0 is not the same for both equations. In particular, since 
i s “:i s 0 11 
f x) (t) = f (-l)i x(t -- ib) 
1-O 
to solve (3.3) for t > 0 we need to know .x(t) for -CC < t < 0. On the other 
hand, to solve (3.4) for t > 0 we need to know .v(t) only for -b 5: t < 0. This 
situation will be fully explored in a separate paper dealing with neutral functional 
differential equations (see Section 8). 
50 j/27 '2-C) 
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4. INITIAL CONDITIOKS 
In this section we consider initial conditions in solving the differential equation 
i =: F * x -i- G i- u with F over a subring of ‘Jl(l-‘J and G over a subring of /. 
Using the notion of differentiation in the sense of distributions, we shall shovv 
that initial conditions can be incorporated into the convolution structure. 
Given 2: E Q’+ , the generalized derivative of D (or the derivative of 7: in the 
sense of distributions) is the element of 9’ + defined b!- 
Let p denote the generalized derivative of the Dirac distribution S,, . It follows 
from the definition of convolution in 9,~ that p * n is the generalized deriv-ative 
of ZI E 2’,. (see [13]). Regarding the relationship between the ordinary and 
generalized derivative, we have the following known results [13]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that v(t) is a continuousfunction on R zuhose ordinary 
derivative ti(t) exists a.e. and is locally integrable. Then (p * v)(t) == i!(t) a.e. 
PROPOSITION 2. Given v E 9’. , if p * v E LyC, then v is an absolutely con- 
tinuous function on R with i)(t) -7 (p * v)(t) a.e. 
Let S be a fixed subring of Ad-r J and hT a fixed subring of J with both S and N 
containing 1w (i.e., iwS,,), and suppose that we are given the following functional 
differential equation 
w+(t) = (F j: x)(t) + (G * u)(t), t 3 0, (4.1) 
where F = (fij) E S”“** and G (gij) E NnrWi. Viewing the fij as elements of 
9~o,co, we define the support of F by supp F q -= ui.j supp(f,,) where supp(ffi) 
is taken in the sense of distributions. If supp F is bounded on the right, we set 
a = max(t E suppF}, otherwise we set a = c;c. Since GE N”X”” with NC J, 
the support of G is always bounded on the right, and we set b == max{t E supp G). 
Then to solve (4.1) for t :> 0, WC need to specify s(t) on the interval [ ~~ a, 0] 
(:=(-co, 0] if a = co) and u(t) on the interval [-6, 01. We shall specify x(t) and 
u(t) in terms of the following notation. Let Lizyti, denote the space of all ‘~1 F Ly” 
with supp v C [c, d]. The reader should be careful to distinguish between 
Li:& and LlOC[c, d], where WC[c, ‘11 is the space of locally integrable functions 
defined a.e. on [c, d]. 
r\Jow in solving (4.1) for t ;; 0, we assume the following initial conditions 
x(0) :zz x0 E 52’7, 
x(t) 1; 4(t), t E [-a, O), 4 Is (Lf’_C,*“j)n, (4.2) 
u(t) = u,(t), t E L--b, 01, U,) E (LE,,oj)llL, 
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where a = max(l E suppFj and b =- max(t E supp Gj. .A solution of (4.1) is a 
Fell-valued function x(t) on [-a, a) which satisfies (4.2) and is absolutely 
continuous for t ;,. 0 with ordinary derivative .+(t) equal to (F % s)(t) ~‘- (G x U) 
a.e. on (0, a). 
Note that when n =m 03 (implying that F contains infinite delays), the initial 
function +(t) has support bounded on the left since 3(t) belongs to (l,io”)“. It 
will be clear from results given later that initial functions d,(t) with unbounded 
support on the left (e.g., 4(t) EL’(- cr3. 0)) can be considered if the convolution 
F * 45 is well defined. 
As in the work of Delfour and nlitter [3-51, we do not require that the initial 
function be continuous. In terms of engineering applications, this allows for 
switching operations in setting up initial voltage on delav lines and integrators. 
However, when (4.1) corresponds to a neutral differential equation, there may be 
no solution for a discontinuous initial function (see Hale [ 1, pp. 5561). 
Given (4.1) with initial data (4.2), consider the convolution operator equation 
p * m == F i s + G T 14. -I- ,A$, + z, 
where u+(t) = u(t) for t >, 0, 11.,(t) = 0 for t <; 0, and 
(4.3) 
z(t) = (F c 75)(t) + (G r u,)(t), f ‘1. .x’ 0, 
zrz 0, t < 0. 
(4.4) 
Sate that by definition of F and G, we have that z E (Z$&J1. A solution of (4.3) 
in (L;&,,)” is a function .x(t) E (L~~~~,)‘” with generalized derivative p * N equal 
toF*x+G+u++ xuSO + z as distributions on R. 
Now for any u E (L’,OCjn, define 
V I= “i[o,r) = v(t), t > 0, 
= 0, t < 0. 
Then given a solution x(t) of (4.1), we can write x(t) = C(t) + x. (t), t > --a. 
In terms of this notation, we have the following central result. 
THEOREM 1. With initial data (4.2) and input u I. E (LizTK Jl, the function .x(t) 
is a solution of (4.1) if and onZy if x,(t) is a solution of (4.3). 
Proof. Let x(t) be a solution of (4.1) for t :> 0. Then the ordinary derivative 
k(t) is equal to (F * x)(t) + (G * u)(t) a.e. on (0, cc). Kow x(t) = 4(t) $ ,v,~(t) 
for t > --a and u(t) = u,(t) + u.,(t) for t > -b, so we have that 
k(t) = (F c (d, + x,))(t) + (G * (u. J- ul))(t), f > 0. 
Using the definition of x given by (4.4), we then have 
k(t) = (F * x+)(t) + (G * u+)(t) ‘- z(t), f > 0. (4.5) 
Since .Y, (t) .x(t) for t -r- 0, by Proposition 1, (p . s )(t) = %(t) a.~. for ; 0. 
Therefore 
P r.2‘ .I$,, 2 lo.Tr ) on k?. (4.6) 
Combining (4.5) and (4.6), WC get (4.3). 
<‘onverselp, suppose that p E (Li,OyX ,)” is a solution of (4.3) on [w. Then 
p c p - E’ i. /3 ; c b ZL_~ ‘~ s,,ii,, 2. (4.7) 
Ry definition of F, G, and Z, for I 0 the right side of (4.7) is an n-vector of 
locally integrable functions equal to (F r p)(t) (C u.)(t) a z(t). Thus b! 
Proposition 2, /3(t) is absoluteI!- continuous for I : 0 with ordinary derivative 
/9(t) given b! 
/2(t) = (F i; P)(t) ~;- (G * Us )(t) ~.~ z(t), t 0. (4.8) 
Hv definition of z(t), if follows directly from (4.8) that .~(t) ~: d(t) p(t), 
t -; --a, is a solution of (4.1) f or t ::2 0 with initial data (4.2) and input 
u(t) === u. (1) for t 0. I 
5. CONSTRL-~'1.10~ OF SOLUTIOSS 
I3v Theorem I, x(t) is a solution of (4. I) with initial data (4.2) if and only if 
.\‘. ~lt,,,~r satisfies the operator equation 
p Y s F’ , .s + G e u+ + A$,, -L z, (5.1) 
where u” is the clement of (l,~~~K,)JZ g iven by (4.4). In this section we shall present 
an operational method for solving (5.1). The following development is similar 
to that given in [6]. 
Recall that p is the first derivative of S,, in the sense of distributions and 
J?[~.~, is the convolution ring consisting of all distributions on Iw with support 
contained in the interval [0, cc). F or any positive integer i, let pi denote the 
i-fold convolution of p. Then pi E G&r is the ith-generalized derivative of 6, . 
Let S be a fixed subring of :W’J with iw C S. Recall that M-l] can be viewed 
as a subring of &‘;,,,,,, . 
finite sums x; ho 01; + p’ 
Let S[p] denote the subring of 9&r consisting of all 
with oli E S and p” == 6, . The ring S[p] is the smallest 
subring of (i;,i.= r containing S and pi, i 0, I)... 
Let S[W] denote the set of all formal sums z:-,, u,zci, where zc is a symbol and 
the ai E S. \\*ith the usual operations, S[w] is a commutative ring, called the ring 
of polynomials in zc with coefficients in S. We have the following ring homo- 
morphism from S[zc] into S[p]. 
\Ve sa>- that p is transcendental over S if the ring homomorphism p is an 
isomorphism. In other words. p is transcendental over S if there does not exist 
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a nonzero polynomial n(w) E S[w] such that n(p) = 0. If p is not transcendental 
over S, it is said to be algebraic over S. If p is algebraic over S, an element of 
S[p] does not have a unique expression as a “polyomial in p with coefficients 
in S.” 
It is proved in [6] that p is transcendental over R[S,], b :‘- 0. However, p is 
algebraic over J. To show this, consider the polynomial r(w) -= Xw (6, -- a,,), 
where A(t) is equal to 1 for 0 < f < 1 and equal to 0 elsewhere. Then 
r(p) ---- x * p -;- (6, ~ S,,) = (S,, -. S,) --~ (6, - S,,) 0. 
The fact that p is algebraic over J is very important with respect to the 
structural properties of vector differential equations over /. We shall encounter 
a major consequence of this in the section dealing with state feedback. 
-Again let S be a subring of J1-lJ. \Ve shall need the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3. Any element 77(p) E S[p] of the form 57(p) 1-z p’l - 
C:ii n, v pi, with q 2: 1, is nonzero; that is, p is not integral over S. 
Proof. Let H” denote the q-fold convolution of the Heaviside (step) function 
H(t). Then 
f, -1 
H” i n(p) z s,, -(- z fizi . . . Hq-‘. (5.2) 
i-0 
By definition of :IZ-lJ, CX, li: Ho-’ EL;::=, , i == 0, l,..., q - 1. Thus by (5.2), 
Hq * n(p) # 0 since the elements CL~ * HI]-’ do not have supports concentrated 
at the origin. Therefore n(p) + 0, since the ring 9L0,%, does not contain divisors 
of zero [13]. 1 
Sow let F be a n x n matrix over S and consider the matrix p1 -- F, where I 
is the n >’ 11 identity matrix. Since pl - F is over the commutatiT.c ring 9/;“,,, , 
p1 --- F has an inverse (p1- F)-r over Qi,,,, if and only if the determinant of 
PI - F, denoted bv det(pl - F), has an inv.erse in 9’ to,>al, . The determinant of 
pl-~ F is an element of S[p] of the form p” -(-xi& a, *pi; and thus b! 
Proposition 3, det( pI - F) is never equal to zero. Hence det( pl -- F) always has 
an inverse in the quotient field Q of 9?;,,+, . (Since 9;,,,, does not contain any 
divisors of zero, the smallest field in which 9;,,, ) can be embedded is its quotient 
field Q given by Q = {U/C: U, E E CZ;a,, , ,Y’ i: 01.) Viewing (5.1) as an equation in 
On, we can first consider the existence of solutions in 0”. 
?‘HEOREM 2. For any u, E (I$,~,JtC, u” t (Latex,)“, nmJ x,, E R”, the operntol 
equnfion (5.1) has a unique solution ,T E Q71 given b?* 
s := (PI -- F)-’ [G * II-~ -I- .T$,) -- 21) (5.3) 
where ’ denotes that componentxise nmltiplications me cauied out in the field Q. 
I+oq~ Rewriting (5. I), IVC have 
(PI F) ’ .x G ’ zi / s,,ii,, : z. (5.4) 
Since dct(pl F) ,v- 0, pf /+’ has inverse (/I[ F)- 1 EL,‘! “4. Operating on 
both sides of (5.4) by (pl L’j ‘, \ve get (5.3). 1 
I-sing ‘Theorem 3, xvc can derive the following necessary and suf%cicnt 
condition for the esistencc of solutions in (I,~:~~x ,)“. 
‘I’HI:ORliM 3. ‘l%e operator equation (5.1) h as a wiique solution s E (Z,igfy. ,)” fh 
any zi, , 1, and s,, as defined LI!W~Y if and oil/y if pI F has an ineerse over L~~c7 j , 
in which case the solution .Y is +v b~l 
v 7 (/?I F) ’ ’ [G i- u, ! s,,ii,, 21. (5.5) 
Proof. Suppose that p/ E’ has an inverse over I,~~~x, . Then the solution x, 
given b!, (5.3), belongs to (LlzF-, !)‘! since G F u 3 E (Liiy7 ,)‘I. Conversely, 
suppose that (5. I) has a unique solution for any u. , 2, s,, . Let u z 0 
and x,, c, , where e, is the column vector with all components equal to zero 
except for the ith which is equal to I. Then from (5.3) 
(PI F) l’ c;6,, 5 (L’IR(‘, )y. i 1, 2, . . . . If, 
Let (pl --- F) denote the transpose of the matrix of cofactors of pl - F. Using 
the \vcll-known relationship 
(PI -F)~’ (dct(p/ --- F))- I * (pi-: IF), (5.6) 
we have the following suficicnt condition for the existence of solutions. 
THEOREM 4. [/ det(pI ~~~ F) has inz:erse (det(p1 F))-l EL;::%) and the 
(tz -~ 1)th ,yenernlized delerkatire Of (det( pI ~- F))-’ also belongs to I$Fy ) , then 
the operator equation (5. I ) has n miqzte solution s E (LiE1):, ,)” for my u, , ‘I, x,, , 
with s Riz’en hlr 
.Y (&t(pl F)) ’ (pl - I+‘) * ((2 . u A ,‘“Cs,, + 2). (5.7) 
PVOL$. Ii!- definition, the components of (p1 - I’) are elements of .S[p] of the 
form xy ,) JI, 4 p’ with r~; 5 S and q I’ IZ ~- I. ‘I-hen since pi k v is the ith 
generalized derivative of any F: c I+?, , , 
-- 
(det(p1 ~~ F))-l + (pr - F) belongs to 
(Jq,CF7 ,I” 1’ if the inverse (dct(p1 ~- F))-1 esists and has (n ~~ l)th generalized 
derivative belonging to L1”’ [,,.,I’ Thus pl ~- F has an inverse over Lf~~T,I given hl 
(5.6). and from (5.5) wc get (5.7). 1 
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As the next result shows, when S = J, det( pl - F) always satisfies the hypo- 
thesis of Theorem 4. 
THEOREM 5. For any FE JnXn, (det(p1 --- F))-l exists and has (n - l)th 
generalized derivative belon&y to LiiF=, . 
Proof. Given F over /, write det(p1 --F) = pi1 +- zy:i ui -i-pi. Let A be 
the II ;< n matrix given by 
and consider the functional differential equation 
2(t) == (A * x)(t), t > 0. (5.8) 
By the results of Delfour and NIitter [5], for any x(O) = x0 E UP with x(t) = 0 
for t < 0, (5.8) has a unique solution x for t ) 0. Therefore, by Theorem 1, 
.T~. satisfies the operator equation 
p ir s -= A -c x + .x06, . (5.9) 
Let x := (xi ,... , xroTR E (Lfiyz;L)))l denote the solution of (5.9) when 
so =: (0 0 ..’ 0 1p. 
Then by definition of A and (5.9), we have that (det(pl --F)) * xl = S, and 
pn-1 * x1 E Li,O*L, . Thus x1 is the inverse of det(p1 -F). 1 
COROLLARY 1. For any F, G over J, the operator equation (5.1) has a unique 
solution x E (Ltzym,,)” given by (5.7) for any us, E (L~~~x,)TTl, .z E: (LfiFwbo,)+“, and 
x0 E ox”. 
COROLLARY 2. For any F, G over J, the retarded functional dtjferential 
equation (4.1) has a unique solution x(t), for any initial data (4.2), with x, equal to 
the r&ht side of (5.7). 
Using (5.7), we can compute solutions of (4.1) by employing the operational 
calculus developed by Kamen [6]. Th’ is is illustrated by the following example. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the delay differential system given by 
.$(t) = -x2(1 - 1). 
Aqt) =- .x1(f) - ,x,(t) - q(f -- l), 
(5.10) 
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with initial data 
sl(t) 0, t < 0, .x1(O) 2, 
.\.z(t) I, I i:: t <- 0. 
In terms of the operator framework, (5.10) can be written in the form 
2(t) -~- (F i .x)(t), where F 
i 
0 4, 
6, --s,, - s, I . 
For this example, the initial data (4.2) is given by 
and C(t) m= [,Ft)], where A(t) r= 1:: -~C~ther~,i,eO’ 
Let x(t) denote the solution of (5.10) with the given initial data. Then by 
Corollary 2 above, s I (t) is given 1~~ 
s; ~- (det(p1 --F)))’ _ (p1 - F) . (z - .v,S,), (5.1 I) 
where 
iv ’ a,(t), 
,“(f) r = 10, 
t ‘-I 0 
r-10 I 
--h(r - 1) 
-A(t - I) 1 * 
ivow det(pl - F) :-= p’ k~ (S, S,)p :- S, = (p -~ 6,)(p + 6,) and 
‘l’hen from (5.1 I), we have that 
Then using the partial fraction expansion given in [6], we have 
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We have that 
6 
A = ec~H(t), 
P f 4, 
H(t) Z= Heaviside function, 
Hence the solution x-(t) is given by 
--H(f -I- 1) + N(f) -- y(t i 1) - y(t) _ T e~“-“-~)H(f - n - I) 
n -0 
n 
- c (2y(t - ?Z) - y(t - n - 1)) 
fZ=(l 
--H(f ‘-- 1) -- U(f) - y(f A 1) - y(t) - c e-(f-‘L)H(f -- ?z) 
,,=I) 
6. ST.4BILITY 
In terms of the operator framework, we now derive sufficient conditions for 
exponential and asymptotic stability. These results will be used in the nest 
section in the study of stabilization via state feedback. 
Suppose that we are given the following functional differential equation 
Let the initial data be given by 
.x(O) I= x0 E R”, (6.2) 
.x(t) -= f#J(t), f E [-a, O), 4 E (~~L,,)~~, 
where a = masit E supp Fj when supp F is bounded on the right, otherwise 
a = co. 
Given any fixed positive real number c, let L;, denote the set of all v EL~$, 
such that 1 v(t)’ < .3e+ for t > t,, -, A 0, where A and t,, are real numbers 
depending on V. Since u(f) + v(t)! < I u(t)1 l- j v(t)! for any real-valued 
functions u(t) and a(t), it follows that I?, is a R-linear subspace of llizFZ:,, .
DEFINITION 2. Equation (6.1) IS exponentialI\- stable in finite time with order 
c if for any initial data (6.2), (6.1) h. . 2s <I unique solution s for 1 :’ 0 with s ‘. (I:‘~)“. 
In the following result we give a sufficient condition for exponential stability. 
First, recall that for any 7‘ CL;::“, , , /I’ I e’ is the ith ,yencralized derivative of 2: 
in the sense of distributions. AAs in Section 2, let I$” f.7. t- L;t:, ): supp 71 is h&j. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that F is rr n n ittatri.v mrer J (i.e., ,S .I) and 
pi * (det(p1 -8))’ E S,,j& i 0, I,..., II 1. Then (6.1) is exponentially stable 
infinite time zcith order c. 
The proof of Theorem 6 is based on the following result 
LEMM.~. The spare B, is N J-wodule ,zcith scalar multiplication dejined by 
ProoJ Given 2) E E,. and \ F I$““, it must be shown that 1 e B’ E B, Bv 
definition of convolution, 
(B . z’)(t) i ” n(7) z.(t T) L/7, 0 mas{t E supp 2; . x. 
- 0 
Hence 
Now since v E E, , zft 7)’ -C-_ L4e~-“” ~?), t - T -., t, 0. Then for t ,’ t, ; n, 
which implies that N i- z F R,. The other module axioms are easily checked. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6. By C’orollary 2 to ‘I’heorem 5, with initial data (6.2), 
(6.1) has a unique solution s with 
where 
z(t) (F ? $6)(t), t -.o, 
0. t -c 0. 
Since F is over J, it follows that z E (L~C)“, and thus x06,, ~- z E /“. Since E, 
is a j-module by the above lemma, if p’ * (det(pl-8’)))’ E B,, for i = 0, l,..., n -- 1, -- 
then (~1 --~ F))t : (det(pZ ~~~ F))m’ x (pT - F) is over I:‘,, since the elements of 
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(pl - F) are of the form xi=,, R, c p’ with y <. 71 - 1 and iyi E J. Again using the 
above lemma, we have that 3, = (pT -- F)-’ * (S”8” A- z) E (E,.)“. 1 
ive shall now consider asymptotic stability. We begin with the following 
constructions. 
Let L’ = {U t Liiyz,: lim,,,, u(t) 0) and let (.lZplj),~ denote the set of all 
%/i\ E .IIplJ such that (B/h) * u E iL. whenever IL E Z’. It follows easily that 
(.lJmi/), is a subring of .IZ--I/ and l’ is a module over (;lP’J),, with the scalar 
miiltiplication (%,‘A) * El % I h--’ -- IL. 
DEFINITION 3. Equation (6. I) is asymptotically stable if for any initial data 
(6.2), (6.1) has a unique solution s for t Y 0 with s E I”‘. 
'T'HEoREM 7. Suppose that F is a II x TL matrix oz’er (AW1 J)% and 
p’ i; (det(pl -F))-i E c jar i = 0, I ,..., IZ - I. 
Then (6.1) is asymptotically stable. 
Pvoof. The steps of the proof are very similar to those in the proof of 
Theorem 6 and will therefore be omitted. 1 
7. APPLICATWN 'ro STATE FEEDBACK 
Consider the functional differential equation 
r+(t) z- (F F x)(t) T (G ” u)(t), (7.1) 
where FE N”xI’ GE NJi”” with R C 1V C J. As discussed in Section 2, since F 
and G are over as&ring of J, in general (7.1) is a functional differential equation 
of the retarded type. 
\\‘e can consider state feedback by setting 
u = -&<,r +7 (7.2) 
where K is an nz >: n matrix over a subring 5’ of JZ-‘J with J\; C S, and Y is an 
external input or disturbance. Note that we are allowing the feedback matrix K 
to be defined over a ring extension of N. Since K is defined over a subring of 
,lP’j which contains distributions with support C [0, a], a 2 0 or a -= 03, in 
general the value of the feedback “signal” -K ‘P x at time t depends on the 
\:alues of ~(7) for t - a < 7 < t. Thus we are actually feeding back a segment 
of the function .v(t). 
Combining (7.1) and (7.2), WC have the “closed-loop equation” 
(7.3) 
In the study of state feedback, a basic objective is to characterize the change in 
system properties or structure resulting from feedback. In this section we shall 
characterize the feedback by considering the determinant of pl I<‘ C: h-. 
Since K is over ,Y, det(p/ F 
/I” pi x.:lr,’ y, t p’ 
G w K) is an element of S[CI] of the form 
, y! t S. Recall that if p is algebraic over ,Y, then det( pZ I+’ 
G + K) does not have a unique espression as a polynomial in p with coefhcients 
in S. Nel-crthelcss, we can still say that N c .Y is a ,ero of det( pT F C h-) 
if there exists a a(p) F &5’[~] such that 
dct(pZ F G 1 h-) u(p) . (/I A), 
This leads to the following concept. 
DEFINITION 4. Given F t ATT~‘~/ and G’ E A’“‘“‘, det(pl -~ E’ ~. G . A-) is 
said to be zero assignable with respect to S if for anv 01~ , ri2 ,..., x,~ t ,Y there 
exists a h-E-I STJirTz such that 
As we now shoxv, zero assignability with respect to S m= / implies spectrum 
assignability. Suppose that K is over 1, so that (7.3) is a retarded equation with 
finite delays. -44s is well known (see [lb]), with intial data belonging to 
[w” ’ I,‘([ h, 01; iwll) where /z max(t c supp(F G + K)j, the solution of 
(7.3) can be expressed in terms of a C’a-semigroup of operators defined on 
R” :.: L’([~ h, 01; R’l). Further, the semigroup has an infinitesimal generator 
vvith a point spectrum equal to the set of zeros of det(s1 -~ F(s) G(S) K(s)) 
where F(s) (resp. G(s), K(s)) is the L a, ace transform 0fF (resp. G. K). 1 1 
Xow suppose that det(p1 ~~ F !- G = K) is zero assignable with respect to 
S 7 J. Then given any set 10, , N? ,..., n,,! of real numbers, there exists a he over 
J such that 
det(sZ E‘(s) G’(s) h-(s)) (s ~~~ (I~)(.(. (I;?) .‘. (s CT>,) 
This result follows dircctl!- from Definition 4 b!- taking A, aA, 
OBSERVATION. Zero assignability with respect to S -= / implies that the 
point spectrum associated with the system (7.3) can be made finite in number (not 
including points at infinity) and can be placed anywhere in the complex plane 
with complex points appearing in complex-conjugate pairs. 
Using the constructions given in the preceding section, we have the follou-ing 
two results on stabilizabilitv. 
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Proof Fix c :> 0 and pick distinct real numbers a, , a, ,..., a,, such that 
a, T> c for all i. Then if det(pl ~ F + G d k’) is zero assignable with respect to 
J, there exists a R over J such that 
det( pl - F + G v A) == (p -! a$,) , .. + (p ~- a,,6,,). 
Hence p’ x (det(pI - E’ ~; G ,e A))-’ belongs to 1:‘, for i -mm 0, I,..., II - 1, and 
thus 1~~ Theorem 6, .+ -- (F - G k K) ‘s is exponentially stable in finite time 
with order C. 1 
THEOREM 9. If det(pI ~ F ~-~ G v JC) is zero assignable with respect to 
b’ z : (:11-l]),, , there exists n K over (L1T-1J)7 such that ti+ -= (F ~- G c K)) * x 
is asymptotically stable. 
Proof. Zero assignability with respect to (PIJ), implies that there exists a 
R over (A1I-1/);i such that pi x (det(pI -F + G s A)-’ belongs to C for 
i : 0, l,.... II -.~ 1. Then apply Theorem 7. [ 
JYe now consider conditions under which det(pI -F + G * K) is zero 
assignable. First, suppose that F and G are over Iw (=l’%,) so that (7.1) is an 
ordinary first-order vector differential equation with constant coefficients. In 
this cast, we have the following well-known result (Kalman [14]) on zero 
assignability. 
THEOREM 10. Let F and G be over W. Then det(pI - F L- G * K) is zero 
assignable with respect to S =: [w if and only if the columns of G, FG, F2G,..., F’+lG 
generate (over R) the vector space 52”. 
In the multi-input case (i.e., u(t) E Iw”‘, m > I), the generation condition in 
Theorem 10 can be extended to certain overrings S of [w with p transcendental 
o\-er S. Recall that p is transcendental over S if for any nonzero polynomial 
u(w) in the symbol w with coefficients in S, we have that u(p) # 0. M’e then have 
the following result which follows from the work of Sontag [IO]. 
THEOREM 11, Let F and G be over N C f with N C S C ill-l J, and suppose 
that p is transcendental over S. Then det(pI - F -t G * K) is zero assignable 
with respect to S only if the columns of G, F * G, F2 * G,..., F+’ * G generate 
(over S) the free module 9, zchere Fi is the i-fold conzgolution of F. 
Proof (based on Sontag [IO]). Let .Q denote the set of all maximal ideals of 
the ring S. Given M E Q, let rrM denote the canonical map nM: S -+ S/M, where 
S/A1Z is the residue field of S mod M. Now if det(pI -F -t G * K) is zero 
assignable with respect to S, then det(mI - F -+ G 5 K) is zero assignable with 
respect to S since S[p] is isomorphic to S[ZC]. This implies that det(w1 - rM(F) + 
r,v,(GK)) is zero assignable with respect to S/AZ for every 1%’ E Q. Since S/M is a 
field, it follows that the columns of n>%,(G), T,,~(F) n,,,(G),..., rM(Fn--l) r&G) 
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generate (over S/.“rZ) the vector space (S’/M)‘~ f or every 111 E Q. Passing from ti:c 
local to the global [15], we then have that the columns of G,F + G,..., E’I~ r . (; 
generate (over S) S”. 1 
\Vhen S is a principal ideal domain, it turns out that the generation condition 
in Theorem 11 is also a sufficient condition for zero assignability. This result, 
given below, follows directly from the work of Morse [9] and Sontag [lo]. 
THEOKEM 12. Let F and G be over ;\- (& c~. J) a.rth p transcendental wer .Y. 
and suppose that S is a principal ideal domain. Then det(pI ~~- F - G * k-) iz 
zero assignable with respect to S if the columns of G, F * G,..., Fji -.I + G ,gwerate Sj 
over S. 
In the single-input case (m =- I), the generation condition is always a sufficient 
condition for zero assignability (Theorem 13 below); but in general it is not a 
necessary condition unless p is transcendental over S. We shall give an example 
of this later. 
THEOREM 13. Given FE N71r’k and g E lV1iyl, det(pI - F + g * k) is zero 
assignable with respect to S, with N C S C :12-l J, if the n-vectorsg, F f: g,.... F” m’ + g 
generate ST2 over S. 
Proof. The proof follows by a straightforward generalization of the field cast 
as given by Kalman [14]. The basic idea of the proof is that the generation 
condition makes it possible to “transform” the equation into “control canonical 
form.” 1 
In general the condition that g, F *g ,..., F7c-m1 *g generate S” is difficult to 
satisfy. It is equivalent to the requirement that the determinant of the ?z ‘. 72 
matrix (g,F *g,..., P-i ‘P g) h ave an inverse in the ring S. However when ,J ‘I S 
there is a much weaker condition that also implies zero assignability in the single- 
input case. T’he condition is a necessary and sufficient criterion for coefficient 
assignability of dct(pl -F L g i k). \Ye say that det(pI ---I*’ ;- g L- k) is 
coefficient assignable with respect to 5’ if for any a(p) E S[pJ of the form o(p) 
P 1~ +-- 2::: yi + pi, yi E .V, there exists a k E SIXn such that det( pI -F + g * k) 
o(p). Clearly, coefficient assignability implies zero assignability. 
Using the following result, we shall derive a necessary and sufficient condition 
for coefficient assignability in the single-input case. 
LEMM.&. Let r he a commutatiz~e ring with multiplicative identity, and let 
A E P1%7L, b E PX1, and c E Phn. Then 
det(A -!- hc) ~: (dct A) + cAh, (7.4) 
where Ld- is the transpose of the matrix ?f cofactors ?f :3 
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Proof. The proof follows by induction on n. The details are lengthy but 
straightforward, and will thus be omitted. 1 
Now given S 2 M-‘J, let S[pln d enote the set of all n(p) E S[p] which can be 
written in the form n(p) = zy=, yi ipi, q < n -- 1, yi E S. The set S’[pln is an 
S-module with the obvious addition and with scalar multiplication given by 
/3 * (Cp=, yi *p’) -= ~~=, (fl i y,) + pi, /3 E S. It is easily seen that S[p],, is a 
finitely generated S-module with generators 6, , p,pz,...,pl!-~*. If p is trans- 
cendental over S, S[P]~~ is a free S-module with basis [S, , p,..., J”-‘). In terms 
of this construction WC have the following new result. 
THEOREM 14. GivenF E NfLxn andg t N : i1cl, det(pl - F -t g * k) is coejicient --. 
assignable with respect to S if and only if the components of (pl - F) v g generate -__ 
(over S) the S-module S[p],, , where (pl - F) is the transpose of the matrix of 
cofactors of pI - F. 
Proof. By the above lemma, 
dct(pZ-F+gg/?)=det(pI-F)+k:6(pl-F)ag. (7.5) 
Hence det(pl -F +- g * k) is coefficient assignable if and only if the set -- 
{k * (pI - F) * g: k E Slxn} equals S[p],, , which is the case if and only if the -- 
components of (PI - F) *g generate S[pln . u 
COROLLARY. The element det(pI - F $ g * k) is coeficient assignable with 
respect to S if and only if there exists an n Y n matrix W over S such that 
(7.6) 
Using the above results, we can derive a constructive procedure for spectrum 
assignment using feedback: First assume that the hypothesis of Theorem 14 is 
satisfied with S = J, so that there exists a WE JllXn that satisfies (7.6). Let 
o(p) = p” + CFLi a,pi, a, E R6,, and set o(p) = det(pI -F + g * k). By (7.5) 
we get 
n-1 
k*(pl-F)vg :: 1 (ai-Ni) “pi, 
i-0 
where p” + zyz,’ O(~ * p’ L = det(p1 -F). Then from (7.6), we have that 
(7.7) 
k=( a, - a0 a, - a1 ... a12-1 - a,-l) * W (7.8) 
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is a solution of (7.7). Thus with the feedback vector given by (7.8), WC have that 
det(p1 -F I R + k) : ’ u(p). ? he procedure is illustrated by the following 
example. 
EXAMPLE:. Consider the following delay differential equation 
.$(r) = ‘G(t - a), 
iz(t) = x*(f - u) f x2(t) -1 u(t), 
where a ;:’ 0. In the operator notation we have 
a(t) = (F * x)(t) + (g * u)(t), 
where 
In the following computations, we shall sometimes omit the convolution symbol 
+. For this example 
Hence det(g, Fg) 7: - 8, . The inverse of this is --6-, , which does not belong 
to M-lJ. Therefore the generation condition of Theorem I3 is not satisfied. Now 
and det(pl -- F) rp- pz - p - 6,, . 
Solving 
we get the nonunique solution 
8” x Iv= o 
[ I 
0 :g t ;s a, 
s ) 
0 
where h(t) = 1:: 
otherwise. 
Thus we have coefficient assignability. Let us compute k = (k, A,) so that 
det(p1 -F + g * k) =. (p + S,)(p $- 28,) -= p” + 3p + 26, . From (7.8), we 
have 
k :- (26, 2 s,, 38, -t So) * rv, 
k := (26” + s,, 2/l L qt - 2a) 4 46,). 
Hence in this example, the feedback vector k contains a distributed delay given 
by A. 
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8. Thcuss~ox OF RESULTS 
This paper deals with the development of an algebraic theory for the study of 
linear functional differential equations of the retarded type with finite and 
infinite delays. The approach is based on expression (4. I) of a functional differen- 
tial equation as a vector differential equation defined over a convolution ring of 
distributions. 
A major new result (Theorem 1) is that the initial data (4.2) can be incorporated 
into the convolution framework, so that the existence and construction of com- 
plete solutions can be studied in terms of convolution operators. In particular, 
note that the convolution expressions (5.5) and (5.7) for the complete solution 
are given directly in terms of the coefficient matrices F, G of the system equation 
(4. I) and the initial data (4.2). The main point here is that since the solution (5.5) 
(or (5.7)) is expressed in terms of matrix operations, (5.5) can actually be 
computed by employing an operational calculus. This is illustrated bv the 
example given at the end of Section 5. 
In contrast, the functional-analytical approach to the class of equations 
defined by- (4.1) with initial data (4.2) . b . d is abe on a semigroup S(t) of operators 
defined on R!” A L1([--h, 01; UP), 0 < h .< cx) (see [3-5, 8, 161). In this setting 
the solution of (4.1) is expressed in terms of the semigroup S(t). However, 
since the underlying space is infinite dimensional, in general S(t) cannot be 
expressed in terms of matrix operations. Thus the actual computation of solutions 
would not be possible without implementing an approximation theory. On the 
other hand, as noted above the convolution. expression (5.5) can be computed 
using matrix operations defined over a convolution ring. 
In Section 6, sufficient conditions are given for stability, with the criteria 
based on the requirement that generalized derivatives of (det(pl - 8’)))t 
belong to certain subspaces of LfiyX, . These results were derived for the primary 
purpose of revealing some of the consequences of zero and coefficient assignability 
studied in Section 7. However, it is interesting to compare these conditions with 
existing stability results. 
Using results from the semigroup theory of retarded functional differential 
equations [l], we can show that the condition in Theorem 6 is satisfied if and 
only if the real parts of the zeros of det(s1 -F(s)) are less than --c in value, 
where F(s) is the Laplace transform of F. Therefore in the case of finite delays 
(i.e., F is over J), the stability result of Theorem 6 corresponds to existing 
results on the exponential stability of retarded equations. 
In the infinite-delay case, in which F is over Al-tJ, the correspondence 
between Theorem 7 and existing results (e.g., those in [7, 8, 111) is not clear. 
However, we can make the following interesting observation. Given F defined 
over JZ-‘1, by definition of JZ-‘J there exists a D E X such that I) * det( pl - F) 
can be written as a polynomial in p with coefficients in J. If D can be written in 
the form 6,) + x., ai S,, + ‘Y, with CY EL?‘, then the Laplace transform of 
jOj/27/2-IO 
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D * det(p1 .-P) “looks like” the characteristic function of a neutral function:11 
differential equation. This leads to a possible connection with the (:ruz--Hale 
theory [17] of D stable neutral equations. We shall not pursue this in the present 
paper as the details appear to require an extensive amount of development. 
In Section 7 results are given on spectrum assignability and stabilizability bj 
using state feedback. The approach to feedback control considered in Section 7 
is quite different from the usual methods. In particular, the conditions given in 
Section 7 are based on the generation of certain modules defined over a comolu- 
tion ring. The finiteness of the module structure makes it possible to verify the 
conditions via algorithmic procedures. For example, the necessary and suflicient 
condition for coefficient assignability given in the Corollary to Theorem 14 can -- 
be checked by performing a sequence of row operations on ($1 - F) * 6. ‘l’his 
procedure yields a W (if one exists) satisfying (7.6). The feedback controller is 
then constructed directly from I&’ using (7.8). 
Most of the previous work on the feedback control of (7.1) deals with the 
existence of feedback controllers that are optimal with respect to a quadratic 
cost functional (see the survey [18]). S’ mce this theory is based on the functional- 
analytical framework given in terms of Hilbert or Banach spaces, in general the 
expressions describing the feedback controllers can not be solved for the fced- 
back “gains” without the use of approximation methods. Although this approach 
may yield efficient designs, in problems for which the desired performance can 
be specified by the location of cigenvalues, we should be able to construct 
controllers in a much more simplified and direct manner by using the algebraic 
theory developed in this paper. 
Conditions for the existence of open-loop or closed-loop control laws have 
been studied extensively using the various notions of function space and 
Euclidean controllability [IS, 191. In general, these conditions do not appear to 
be equivalent to the module generation conditions given in the present paper. 
However, recent work of RIanitius and Triggiani [20] indicates that the condition 
given in the Corollary to ‘I’heorem 14 is related to approximate function space 
controllability. This is a very interesting topic for future research. 
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